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1. Background
Within the EU-funded project Increasing Capacity of CSOs and SMEs to Implement FLEGT
Requirements – implemented by NEPCon and SFMI – a survey of Vietnamese small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) was conducted from 24th April to 30th June 2015. The objective of the
survey was to assess the awareness and capacity needs of SMEs in the timber industry as they
implement timber legality procedures in the context of Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and
Trade Action Plan (FLEGT). The outcomes of the survey will be used to develop the risk mitigation
toolkit for the SMEs and steer the design and implementation of related SME trainings later in the
project. The target group is SMEs currently trading or processing timber and timber products and
exporting the products directly to overseas markets; or working as contractors for exporting
companies; or else planning to export. This report provides analysis of the survey results based on
SME feedback.

2. Methodology
The criterion for selecting SMEs for the survey is based on the definition (in Vietnamese Government
Decree No. 56/2009/ND-CP dated 30th June 2009) of assistance for development of SMEs. The
definition is given in Table 1.

Size
Sector

Very small
enterprises
Number of
employees

Small-sized enterprises

Medium-sized enterprises

Total capital
(VND)

Number of
employees

Total capital
(VND)

Number of
employees

Agriculture,
forestry and
fisheries

10 or fewer

20 billion or
less

Between 10
and 200

Between 20
billion and 100
billion

Between 200
and 300

Industry and
construction

10 or fewer

20 billion or
less

Between 10
and 200

Between 20
billion and 100
billion

Between 200
and 300

Trade and
service

10 or fewer

10 billion or
less

Between 10
and 50

Between 10
billion and 50
billion

Between 50
and 100

Table 1: Defintion of small and medium enterprises taken from decree 56/2009/NĐ-CP
Based on information exchange with related stakeholders, a questionnaire was developed with 26
questions covering three areas:
•
•
•

General enterprise information: business scope, wood consumption, certification status,
source of timber (domestic or import), markets, sales and company size.
Product realisation planning systems: responsibilities, communication channels, report
generation systems for wood procurement, wood origin and inputs/outputs.
FLEGT awareness:
The current impact of FLEGT and changes in SMEs’ management systems
The current support and capacity building provided by government, trade associations,
NGOs and other organisations.

The survey questionnaire is given in Annex 1 of this report.
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The survey was set up on Surveygizmo, an online survey tool; the survey could therefore be
completed directly online and was promoted through the project’s website, Facebook page and in its
monthly bulletin. It was anticipated, however, that many SMEs would not complete the online survey
and the survey was therefore distributed to SMEs as a Word document file via email or in hard copy
via a trade association. These documents were then completed and returned to the project team via
email or post (about 53%). The project team also followed up with the SMEs via telephone, with
about 20% completing the surveys in this way. A slightly smaller percentage (about 19%)
completed the survey directly online.
Finally, some surveys were completed
through site visits (approximately 8%).
The project invited SMEs both directly
and indirectly – through active wood
and handicraft associations such as
HAWA, BIFA Binh Duong, VCCI Da
Nang, VIFORES, FPA Binh Dinh and
Dong Nai wood association – to
participate in the survey. From the
period 24th April to 30th June 2015,
nearly 70 companies responded to the
survey.

3. Survey Findings

Figure 1: Method of survey completion

3.1 Overview of the sampled companies
SME locations
Of the 69 companies who
responded to the survey,
67 companies provided
meaningful and appropriate
answers. Of the 67, 12
companies were from Bac
Ninh, 8 from Thua Thien
Hue, 4 from Quang Tri, 6
from Ho Chi Minh City
(HCMC), 7 from Dong Nai,
4 from Binh Duong, 18 from
Binh Dinh, 2 from Phu Yen,
2 from Phu Tho, and
equally shared 1 for Long
An, Gia Lai, Nam Dinh, and
Quang Binh (see Figure 2).
As is well known in
Vietnam, Binh Dinh, Binh
Duong and Dong Nai are
Figure 2: Survey respondent locations
considered
the
three
provinces contributing the
greatest turnover of wood
and wood-based product export to Europe, the US and Australia; while Bac Ninh, Thua Thien Hue
and Quang Tri are famous for traditional art wood products, wood carving and handicrafts.
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Business activity, company size and turnover
The survey questions were designed with the intention to learn about the level of complexity of
activities within SMEs and asked for information about both major and other (minor) business
activities.
As shown in Figure 3, the main business activity of 76% the companies can be classified as secondary
processing (factories producing mainly indoor furniture and indoor decorative articles); while the
other companies were either wood traders (12%) or primary processing plants (12%) producing
sawn timber from square logs as their core activity. Answers for the multi-choice question on other
business show that just over half of the sampled companies have wood trading as a secondary
business activity; some answers could be from primary processing SMEs who indicated that they
have also had secondary processing activities (see Figure 4).

Figure 3: The main business activity of the SMEs
(the respondents were restricted to answering
only one activity)

Figure 4: The secondary business activities of
the SMEs, where applicable (the respondents
could choose multiple activities)

Regarding enterprise size and turnover, it was noted from 66 responses that 14 companies have
more than 200 workers and can therefore be classified as large; the remainder are medium-sized,
small, or very small comapnies. With regard to annual turnover, there are 52 companies in the
range US$ 500,000–US$ 2,000,000, as shown in Figure 5.
Note: If Circular 16/2013/TT-BTC were used to classify the companies, there would be only nine
companies considered to be
SMEs.
The questions on wood
consumption were not fully
answered
by
all
respondents:
only
33
companies
provided
information,
reporting
3
approximately 119,500m
of
certified
RWE
and
3
195,950m of non-certified
RWE annually.

Figure 5: Survey respondents by annual turnover
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Further analysis related to management system style and sustainability certifications. As shown in
Table 2, just over half (34) of the SMEs are FSC CoC certified, whereas just under half (32) are not
certified against FSC nor PEFC, ISO 9001 or VLO/VLC standards.
67 Respones on cert ficat ion

FSC

34

PEFC

0

ISO9001

8

Rainforest Alliance VLC

1
1

Rainforest Alliance VLO
No certificates

32

Other (BSCI, CR, CE)

4

Table 2: Certification status of survey
respondents

Sales mode and destination markets
Regarding destination markets:
65 companies provided specific
responses to this multiple choice
question. The data analysis
shows that the main market is
domestic
(45
responses);
followed by the EU market with
33, US and Canada 22, Australia
16, China 16, South Korea
eight, South East Asia with five,
Taiwan and Hong Kong together
with three, two each for Japan
and South Africa and one for
Latin America.

Figure 6: Destination markets
Further survey questions provided
detail of the relationships between
producers
and
buyers,
differentiating the different roles of
companies in the supply chain. Sixty
five responses were received as
follows: 45 companies sell directly
to
foreign
customers,
nine
companies act as subcontractors
supplying to other companies who
the sales
direct relationship with
Figure 06:have
Overseas
foreign
customers,
and
23
companies act as finished product
traders, directly exporting to foreign
customers.

Figure 7: Overseas sales
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3.2 Product realisation planning systems and product requirements
Centralised functions for reviewing product requirements
This part of the survey was designed to facilitate understanding whether the surveyed companies
have a system to analyse and accommodate buyers’ product requirements. All of the companies
confirmed that they have centralised functions at director level to review product requirements and
adopt them into production planning.
For the product realisation planning
process, the findings shows the priority
requirements of SMEs in southern
Vietnam are product quality, customer
requirements and the wood origin and
timber legality requirements, as shown in
Figure 8.
Another question focused on the source
of
company
updates
relating
to
requirements. Out of the 67 responses,
65 replied that their customers update
them on all requirements relating to the
products including quality, legality and
origin. The methods most commonly used
to provide updates are email (50 out of
66 answers) and word of mouth (22 out
of 66 answers). Fax, hard copy and
telephone are also listed.

Figure 8: Product realisation planning priorities

The responses also show that it is the
senior managers (Director or Deputy Director) who are responsible for keeping up to date with
product and customer requirements (44 out of 66 answers) and transforming the requirements into
their operational procedures (38 out of 66 answers).

Current material accounting and management systems
Questions were asked of the SMEs such that the nature of the companies’ management systems,
material accounting systems and wood tracking and traceability could be understood. Sampled data
shows that 10 out of 64 of the surveyed companies stated that they have no system in place. Fiftythree of 64 companies said their current system is able to generate production reports relating to
timber inputs and outputs. Fifteen of 65 and 16 of 64 companies, respectively, indicated that their
system is able to generate compliance reports, and reports on timber origin.

Factors influencing
wood procurement
To see how the contract review is
usually conducted
for wood
procurement
at
SMEs,
the
question was asked whether or
not wood legality is considered in
addition to buying price and
quality delivery. A total of 66
companies responded with details
of the key factors influencing
companies’ wood procurement
(see Figure 9); namely quality
grade (64 answers), buying price

5

Figure 9: Factors considered at wood procurement
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(64 answers), lead time / time of delivery (56 answers), and origin (location the tree was harvested)
(46 answers). Only 27 SMEs responded that they consider legality requirements.

3.3 Awareness and understanding of FLEGT requirements
To understand companies’ awareness and
comprehension of FLEGT requirements, relevant
questions were arranged in a logical flow, starting
with a very basic question as to whether the
companies had ever heard of FLEGT, VPA, TLAS,
EUTR, DDS or the Vietnamese Legality Definition.
There were 55 responses in total. As shown in
Figure 10, 36 of the 55 companies had heard of
FLEGT, 26 were aware of the Legality Definition, 23
the EUTR, 20 the VPA and 19 had heard of the term
Due Diligence System.
The companies also revealed that they receive
information from four main sources: social media,
trade associations, customers and NGOs.
Figure 10: The number of respondents
whom had heard of the FLEGT related
terms prior to the survey (out of a total
of 55 responses )

The survey also asked what factors are considered
in
the
management
of
the
company.
Unfortunately, most SMEs in northern Vietnam said
that they did not know or understand. Of ten
responses, only one mentioned that FSC COC wood
tracking and traceability must be considered as an element of the management system. In contrast,
13 of the 25 responses from companies in southern Vietnam described considering timber legality
origin requirements; two had concerns relating to establishment of a Due Diligence System; two
considered the Vietnamese TLAS; and one said they follow the IKEA IWAY forestry standard.
The next questions asked whether companies had participated in events and/or training related to
FLEGT requirements and, if so, who hosted the event. Sixty-four responses were provided in total.
Of these, 23 had attended an awareness-raising workshop; 13 reported they had joined typical
subject training provided by a technical centre; 15 said they had attended a training session
organised by a customer; and 32 replied that they had never attended an event related to FLEGT
(see Figure 11). The events attended by the respondents were hosted by various organisations
including Forest Trends; VIFORES; Certification Bodies such as SGS, Bureau Veritas, TUV and GIZ;
and the FLEGT project in the central region of Vietnam.
The survey led on to evaluate the depth of
understanding of FLEGT and how SMEs apply their
knowledge (if at all). Just over half of the 62
responses
said
they
understood
well
the
requirements and knew how to deploy requirements
to their management system; 12% said they could
understand but could not transfer to their factory
practice; 12% said FLEGT was not applicable; and
4% said they did not understand the requirements
or had never heard of them.

Figure 11: The percentage of respondents
whom had attended a FLEGT event
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The companies indicated that FLEGT/EUTR have had
certain impacts on their management systems.
Follow-up answers from SMEs (as shown in Figure
12) describe the changes in their management
system as being an increase in system
documentation; a modification to their wood
procurement system; and new terms to be added to
the wood procurement contract.
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Figure 12: The changes brought about by timber legality issues as
perceived by 65 survey respondents

Pressure on timber sourcing
Fifty responses were received relating to what
factors the companies think put pressure on
timber sourcing. Of these, 18 stated customer
requirements created pressure; and 18 believed
that the EUTR impacts their business. When asked
about their feelings of the new demands, as shown
in Figure 13, 31% of SMEs said they cared
because it currently impacts their business; 62%
thought it might impact in the future; and 3% said
they did not care.
The survey also posed questions on what are
currently the greatest difficulties experienced by
Figure 13: Impact of FLEGT and Customer
SMEs with respect to obtaining the necessary
requirements
paperwork for their supplies for both domestic and
imported wood. Unfortunately, most answers provided by SMEs in northern Vietnam were not very
meaningful nor appropriate.
For domestic timber supplies, 55 companies answered as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

7

The company is not sufficiently satisfied with TLAS (1)
FLEGT will lead to more competition in timber sales (3)
FLEGT will cause a reduction in the availability of valuable species in the market (10)
FLEGT will cause hardwood to be in short supply (1)
Timber measurement of wood is not accurate (1)
No difficulty (10)
It is difficult to get wood document from household plantations (11)
Wood suppliers are not aware of the requirements and are unable to provide (4)
Difficult with DDS requirements (2)
Difficulty with land use rights certificates (1)
Difficultly getting the scientific name (1)
Wood sells with no papers (2)
Not applicable (2)
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For imported timber supplies, 31 companies answered as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

No difficulties (5)
FLEGT causes longer lead times for wood delivery or shipments to be delayed (1)
FLEGT will cause increased competition in timber sales (9)
Wood delivered without accompanying appropriate papers and evidence causes problems (1)
FLEGT will cause valuable species to be in short supply and increase competition in wood sales
(1)
Difficultly with DDS requirements (1)
Not be able to judge authenticity of wood documents (1)
Wood prices increased (1)
FLEGT causes longer delivery time and increased prices (2)
Difficulty with certificates of origin (2)
Increase in production cost (1)

The penultimate question asked what support the
companies would like to have regarding FLEGT,
and 63 responded. The most common answers
were implementation guidelines (59 out of 63
answers) and technical training (53 out of 63
answers). The final question asked for requests for
FLEGT/timber legality tools and guidance and the
answers firmly indicated interest and willingness
to participate in technical training.

Figure 14: The percentage of respondents
requesting different types of FLEGT support

4. Conclusion
Overall, the project team has strived to coordinate with all associations within the country and
contact as many SMEs as possible, including the smaller, hard-to-reach SMEs. Two main groups of
SMEs were reached, the first located in Bac Ninh, Quang Tri and Thua Thien Hue provinces and the
latter in Binh Dinh, Dong Nai and Binh Duong provinces, along with Ho Chi Minh City.
The first group of companies is particularly sustained on domestic and Asian markets and has not
yet prepared for nor focused on EU, US or Australian markets. This may have led to the consequence
that FLEGT requirements are not a topic of concern for these SMEs as their current destination
markets are more relaxed regarding timber legality requirements. Companies in this group do not
seem to be fully participating nor did they provide complete answers to the survey questions. Thus,
in particular sections, data and information became insufficient; and this may influence the survey
results through non-representative information about SMEs and their mode of understanding and
needs in the context of FLEGT, VPA and EUTR.
The second group seem very active, with their destination markets being EU, US and Australia.
They have really pointed out concerns relating to the impact of FLEGT and shown interest in the
project.
A number of key issues have been identified from the survey, which will need to be taken into
consideration when engaging with companies further in the project:
•
•
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It is observed that most of the hard-to-reach SMEs are often not members of associations
and the project may therefore need other methods for better approach and invite them to
the survey.
Vietnamese Government Decree No. 56/2009/ND-CP dated 30th June 2009 is said to be used
to select SMEs in need of support; however (as information from associations and from
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•

•

practical field work has shown), it is hard to select SMEs based on details of capital size,
therefore selecting SMEs should be based on the number of employees.
Fourteen companies in this report considered as ‘large’ under Decree No. 56/2009/ND-CP
appear to be good entities to engage with within the project as they allow much information
and many experiences to be exchanged; many questions and concerns were submitted to
the project as ideas for further development and toolkits.
Considering all sampled SMEs against the SME ‘classifying criteria’ (refer Government
Circular 16/2013/TT-BTC), the team also found that some SMEs can be classified as large
companies in terms of annual turnover exceeding US$1 Million. The team would be
concerned were this Circular to be used to select SMEs for the survey, where the SMEs had
an annual turnover in the range US$1–6 Million or a workforce of up to 300 workers.

5. Recommendations for future work
For survey improvement:
1. Follow up activities are needed for better quality assurance of the survey findings, to ensure
better ideas are obtained for toolkit development, toolkit testing and other support schemes for
SMEs at a later stage.
2. Further help and coordination from wood associations or other organisations such as VCCI, state
agencies or local provincial authorities would be greatly beneficial in helping to reach the hardto-reach SME group.
For toolkit development:
3. It would be beneficial to sample SMEs that have had experience with EU and US customers so
as to better define support and training needs and practical tools.
4. Instructions and guidance documents relating to record-keeping and record retention may be
recognised by SMEs as effective tools.
5. CoC practical examples and traceability and wood tracking guidance documents may also be
helpful tools.
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6. Annex 1: Survey questionnaire
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FLEGT SME Survey
General information
Welcome to our survey! If you need any assistance at any time please do not
hesitate to contact us on:
Office phone: +84 (0)43200 5755
Email: VNFLEGT@nepcon.net
1) Company name:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

2) Company contact details
Mailing address
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Contact number and email address
Phone / Fax: _________________________________________________
Company Email: _________________________________________________

3) Business scope
What is the main activity of your business?
Please select just one activity
( ) Forest production
( ) Wood trading
( ) Primary processing (e.g. processing logs into sawn timber, veneer, boards, plywood, pulp,
etc…)
( ) Secondary processing (e.g. manufacturing furniture, flooring, doors, etc…)
( ) Product assembly
What other activities is your company involved in?
Select as many activities as are applicable to your business
[ ] Forest production
[ ] Wood trading
[ ] Primary processing (e.g. processing logs into sawn timber, veneer, boards, plywood, pulp,
etc…)
[ ] Secondary processing (e.g. manufacturing furniture, flooring, doors, etc…)
[ ] Product assembly
What product groups does your company sell?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

4) Certification
Does your company have any of the following certificates?
Please select as many as are applicable to your business
[ ] FSC
[ ] PEFC
[ ] ISO9001
[ ] Rainforest Alliance VLC
[ ] Rainforest Alliance VLO
[ ] No certificates
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

5) Wood consumption
What is your company's average annual wood consumption?
Please answer in cubic metres round wood equivalent (RWE), cubic metres sawn timber OR
metric ton, you do not need to give the values in all three:
m3 RWE

m3 sawn
timber

metric ton
(1000 Kg)

FSC
PEFC
Certified
(other)
Noncertified

Roughly how much of the timber your company buys is imported and how much is
domestic?

You can give your answer in either m3, metric ton or as a percentage of all the timber your
company buys. The values don't need to be exact!
Certified volume
Procured
locally
Imported

Non-certified volume

6) Your company's markets
Please indicate which markets your company sells into by percentage of your company's
output volume
%
US
EU
Australian
Domestic
Other (please
specify below)
Please name other markets: _______________________________________________

7) Overseas sales
If your product ends up overseas, what is the set-up of your company’s sales?
[ ] Your company sells directly to foreign customers
[ ] Your company acts as a subcontractor for another company who has the direct relationship
with foreign customers
[ ] Your company's customers sell to foreign customers
[ ] Not sure
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

8) Company size
What is your company's annual turnover range?
( ) Less than US$200 000
( ) US$ 200 000 - 500 000
( ) US$ 500 000 - 1 Mio
( ) US$ 1 Mio - 2Mio
( ) Above US$ 2 Mio
Number of employees
Permanent
Factory
workers
Office
workers

Seasonal

Product realisation planning and product requirements
9) Does your company have a centralised function (at senior management level) to
review the following requirements?
Select as many activities as are applicable to your business
[ ] Customer requirements
[ ] Legislative requirements (National/International)
[ ] Product quality requirements
[ ] Requirements for wood origin / legality of wood and wood based products
[ ] None
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

10) Staying up to date
Who tells you about new or amended requirements?
[ ] Customer
[ ] Trade associations
[ ] Government
[ ] Service provider (e.g. law service company)
[ ] None
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*
Via which method do you receive this news?
[ ] Email
[ ] Word of mouth
[ ] Hard copy (via post or courier)
[ ] Social media
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

11) Please give the job title(s) of the staff member(s) responsible for staying up
to date with the requirements:
If no one has this responsibility, then please write 'none'.
_________________________________________________

12) Please give the job title(s) of the staff member(s) responsible for updating
operating procedures to ensure compliance with the requirements:
If no one has this responsibility, then please write 'none'.
_________________________________________________

13) How would you describe the ability of your company's current material accounting
and management system?
Please select as many as are applicable
[ ] Ability to generate production reports on timber inputs and outputs
[ ] Ability to report on timber origin
[ ] Ability to generate reports on compliance, including evidence of compliance
[ ] There is no system
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

14) What factors does your company consider when purchasing timber? (or considers
to put in a wood procurement contract)
Please select as many as are applicable
[ ] Buying price
[ ] Quality grade
[ ] Quantities available
[ ] Lead time / time of delivery
[ ] Origin (location where the tree was harvested)
[ ] Legality requirements
[ ] Accompanying document and evidence
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

Awareness and understanding of FLEGT requirements

15) Awareness
Have you or your company ever heard about the following?
Please select all that apply.
[ ] VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] Due Diligence System
[ ] Vietnam legality definition
[ ] FLEGT
Via which channel did you hear about it?
[ ] Customers/ Buyers
[ ] Government agencies
[ ] Trade association
[ ] Mass media
[ ] NGOs
[ ] Other: _________________________________________________

16) If you have heard about any of the topics listed in question 15, please
briefly describe what you have heard and what information has been taken
into consideration by the management team:

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

17) Have you or your company representative ever attended an event on the
subject of timber legality?
Have you or your company representative ever attended one of the following on the
subject of timber legality (one of the points mentioned in question 15)?
[ ] Awareness workshop
[ ] Training session
[ ] Experience exchange event
[ ] Customer training session
[ ] None
[ ] Other: _________________________________________________
If you checked a box, please list the host(s) names:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

18) If you have attended an event on timber legality...
Do you know whether or not at your company, management staff:
( ) are well understanding and implementing the requirements
( ) understand the requirements but don't know how to implement
( ) do not understand
( ) Not applicable
( ) Other, please specify: _________________________________________________
If there is lack of understanding or implementing, please give more information where
possible:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

19) Please select which of the following your company has considered during
operational planning:
[ ] VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] Vietnam legality definition
[ ] None

20) Please select which of the following changes you see in your company as a result of
the timber legality issue:
Please select as many as are applicable
[ ] More documentation established
[ ] New wood procurement procedure
[ ] New contract terms for legality issue established
[ ] Recruitment of more staff
[ ] Increased volumes of timber held in stock
[ ] Reducing length of current supply chain
[ ] Changing timber suppliers
[ ] None
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

21) Do you think any of the following put pressure on your timber sourcing?
[ ] VPA
[ ] TLAS
[ ] EUTR
[ ] Vietnam legality definition
[ ] Buyers’ own requirements
[ ] Exclusive / None of the above

22) Currently, what are the greatest difficulties you experience in obtaining
the necessary paperwork for your supplies?
Domestic timber supplies
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Imported timber supplies
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

23) How does your answer to question 21 make you and/or your company
feel?
what you/you company will say:
( ) I care because it impacts my business
( ) I care because I understand it may impact my business in the future
( ) I do not care
( ) Other: _________________________________________________

24) If there was a local FLEGT centre supporting you on timber legality requirements,
what support would your company like to have?
[ ] Examples of documentation systems
[ ] Interpretation documents
[ ] Implementation guidelines
[ ] Success stories
[ ] Official updating channel
[ ] Technical training
[ ] Help desk
[ ] Other (required): _________________________________________________*

25) Please tell us if you have any requests for FLEGT/timber legality tools and
guidance:
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

26) Information on how the survey was completed. Please select the applicable
option
The survey was completed by:
( ) Company directly online
( ) Project staff - company responded via post/email
( ) Project staff - company responded over the phone
( ) Project staff during visit to company
Information on interviewer and interviewee
Full name:

Position:

Email:

Phone number :

Interviewee
Interviewer

Thank You!
Thank you for completing our survey!
Your answers today will be used for making a toolkit and
training material for SMEs.
For further information, please visit:
www.dehieuflegt.org
www.facebook.com/dehieuFLEGT

This document has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. The contents of this document are
the sole responsibility of NEPCon and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position of the European
Union.

Increasing Capacity of CSOs and SMEs to Implement FLEGT Requirements
+84 (0)43200 5755
4th Floor
VNFLEGT@nepcon.net
18 Trần Đăng Ninh (kéo dài) Str.
flegt-tools.org dehieuflegt.org
Cầu Giấy Dist., Hanoi
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